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Description
This issue regards the 'move element' view which appears when hitting the re-position button of a record.
When working with workspaces, the 'move element' view will show the move placeholder locations as well ass the original locations
of all records. So records will be shown twice, see attached image.
In the image, the bottom location is the original location of record 3. When trying to move another record below that one, it will appear
after the upper instance of record 3 (the draft location).
If it weren't for this last behavior, one could say that the double listing is a 'feature', but it apparently isn't :-).
Tested in 4.5 and 4.7.
History
#1 - 2013-03-17 21:10 - Oliver Hader
- Parent task set to #46389
#2 - 2015-01-15 12:47 - Mathias Schreiber
- Category changed from Backend User Interface to Workspaces
- Is Regression set to No
#3 - 2015-01-23 11:33 - Mathias Schreiber
- Target version set to 7.5
#4 - 2015-09-24 12:09 - Benni Mack
- Target version changed from 7.5 to 7 LTS
#5 - 2015-10-28 12:39 - Mathias Schreiber
- Target version deleted (7 LTS)
#6 - 2015-11-25 17:28 - Oliver Hader
- Assignee set to Oliver Hader
- Target version set to Candidate for patchlevel
Confirmed or 6.2 and 7.6
Controller\ContentElement\NewContentElementController
#7 - 2015-11-25 17:28 - Oliver Hader
- Status changed from New to Accepted
#8 - 2015-11-25 17:29 - Oliver Hader
- Complexity set to easy
#9 - 2017-06-02 22:14 - Riccardo De Contardi
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I performed a test with 6.2.30 and 7.6.18 and I failed to reproduce this issue; could someone confirm? Thank you.
in latest master the "move" option has been removed from the context menu.
#10 - 2020-03-20 17:09 - Oliver Hader
- Status changed from Accepted to Rejected
Not relevant anymore in TYPO3 v9
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